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Abstract
This talk oﬀers a survey of negative results on the existence of ﬁnite equational axiomatizations for bisim-
ulation equivalence over fragments of algebraic process calculi.
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Process algebras are prototype speciﬁcation languages for reactive systems—that
is, for systems that compute by reacting to stimuli from their environment. They
consist of a collection of basic operations for constructing new system descriptions
from existing ones, together with some facility for the recursive deﬁnition of system
behaviours. Well-known examples of such languages are CCS [13], CSP [10] and
ACP [6].
One may deﬁne intuitively appealing semantic models for a process algebra as
quotients of the collection of labelled transition systems modulo some behavioural
congruence. Labelled transition systems (LTSs) [11] are a fundamental formalism
for the description of concurrent computation, which is widely used in light of
its ﬂexibility and applicability. In particular, they underlie Plotkin’s Structural
Operational Semantics [17] and, following Milner’s pioneering work on CCS [13],
are by now the standard formalism for describing the semantics of various process
description languages.
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LTSs model processes by explicitly describing their states and their transitions
from state to state, together with the actions that produced them. Since this view
of process behaviours is very detailed, several notions of behavioural equivalence
and preorder have been proposed for LTSs. The aim of such behavioural semantics
is to identify those (states of) LTSs that aﬀord the same “observations”, in some
appropriate technical sense. The lack of consensus on what constitutes a suitable
notion of observable behaviour for reactive systems has led to a large number of
proposals for behavioural equivalences for concurrent processes. (See the study [9],
where van Glabbeek presents the linear time/branching time spectrum—a lattice
of known behavioural equivalences and preorders over LTSs, ordered by inclusion.)
In this talk, I shall only focus on the most classic such behavioural equivalence,
namely bisimulation equivalence [13,16].
Having deﬁned a semantic model for a process algebra in terms of LTSs, it is
natural to study its equational theory—that is, the collection of equations that are
valid in the given model. The key questions here are:
• Are there “reasonably informative” complete axiom systems for the chosen se-
mantic model? Researchers in concurrency theory often restrict themselves to
studying axiom systems that are complete with respect to the collection of valid
equations that do not contain occurrences of variables.
• Does the algebra of LTSs modulo the chosen notion of behavioural equivalence
aﬀord a ﬁnite equational axiomatization?
A complete axiomatization of a behavioural congruence yields a purely syntactic
characterization, independent of LTSs and of the actual details of the deﬁnition of
the chosen behavioural equivalence, of the semantics of the process algebra. This
bridge between syntax and semantics plays an important role in both the practice
and the theory of process algebras. From the point of view of practice, these proof
systems can be used to perform system veriﬁcations in a purely syntactic way using
general purpose theorem provers or proof checkers, and form the basis of purpose
built axiomatic veriﬁcation tools like, e.g., PAM [12]. A positive answer to the
ﬁrst basic question raised above is therefore not just theoretically pleasing, but
has potential practical applications. From the theoretical point of view, complete
axiomatizations of behavioural equivalences capture the essence of diﬀerent notions
of semantics for processes in terms of a basic collection of identities, and this often
allows one to compare semantics which may have been deﬁned in very diﬀerent
styles and frameworks. A review of existing complete equational axiomatizations
for many of the behavioural semantics in van Glabbeek’s spectrum is oﬀered in
[9]. The equational axiomatizations oﬀered ibidem are over the language BCCSP, a
common fragment of Milner’s CCS [13] and Hoare’s CSP [10] suitable for describing
ﬁnite synchronization trees, and characterize the diﬀerences between behavioural
semantics in terms of a few revealing axioms.
If the answer to the second basic question mentioned above is negative, then
one may resort to expanding the signature with auxiliary operations, thus adding
expressive power for the purpose of axiomatizing the equational theory. A classic
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example of this line of research is oﬀered by the paper [8]. There Bergstra and Klop
showed how to give a ﬁnite axiomatization of the language ACP using the auxiliary
left and communication merge operators to characterize parallel composition. As
shown by Moller [14,15], auxiliary operators are needed to obtain a ﬁnite basis for
that language because the process algebras CCS and ACP without the auxiliary
left merge operator from [7] do not have a ﬁnite equational axiomatization modulo
bisimulation equivalence.
The aforementioned results of Moller’s are the earliest examples of non-ﬁnite ax-
iomatizability results I am aware of in the setting of process algebra. These results,
like all impossibility theorems in general, hold a great fascination for me, and have
inspired me to study the expressive power of equational logic in the characterization
of behavioural equivalences over fragments of process description languages. In this
talk, I shall present a guided tour of the landscape of non-ﬁnite axiomatizability re-
sults for bisimulation equivalence over fragments of process algebras. In particular, I
shall try to motivate the importance of these negative results, to describe the general
proof techniques that can be used to establish them, and to introduce a menagerie
of operations—for instance, versions of parallel composition and mode transfer op-
erators like interrupt and priority—whose addition to very basic languages for the
description of ﬁnite process behaviours spoils ﬁnite axiomatizability.
The technical contents of this talk will be based upon joint work with Taolue
Chen, Wan Fokkink, Anna Ingolfsdottir, Bas Luttik and Sumit Nain presented in
the papers [1,2,3,4,5].
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